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In this compelling description of the ancient science of karma, award-winning author Jeffrey

Armstrong explores reincarnation, the deeper mysteries of the soul, the laws of nature, and the

ways in which cause and effect control our lives. In Western culture, we frequently attribute events

to science or to mechanical cause and effect. However, the Enlightened Masters have long taught

that such events are actually brought about by the purposeful action of countless devas, or divine

beings. These devas surround us in all we do and are constantly deciding upon and delivering to us

the results of our actions. These long-secret laws of karma, excavated from the Vedic wisdom of

India, will inform your decisions and broaden your spiritual vision, revealing the profoundly

interconnected nature of all that exists.
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Jeffrey Armstrong, the founder of VASA, Vedic Academy of Sciences & Arts, is an award-winning

author of numerous books on Vedic knowledge, including Spiritual Teachings of the Avatar.

Armstrong is an ayurvedic astrologer, philosopher, practitioner, and teacher of the Vedas for over 40

years, with degrees in psychology, history and comparative religions, and literature. He also had a

successful career as an executive in Silicon Valley and corporate speaker for Fortune 500

companies before turning to teaching the philosophy and lifestyle of yoga full time. He lives in

Vancouver, BC.

Concise and straight to the point. I loved the comparison of human life to an amusement park. It all



became so clear that what we are and where we are now is all because of who we were and where

we are in our previous life. I loved the concept of old souls and new souls. A very enlightening piece

of literature for beginners.

I was pleased with the book. It has short, well written clear chapters that cover a lot of territory. The

author does a good job of explaining the history and implications of the ancient traditions. in modern

language that is presented with colorful page decoration.He seems to do a good job of taking into

consideration the background and motivation of the modern reader who is interested in the subjeect

Fantastic and easy to understand overview of Karma (as described in the Vedas).. Easy to read,

easy to understand, well worth the money

Intelligent and accessible, Mr. Armstrong makes the complicated concept of karma understandable

and relevant to your life.

Interesting and pleasant thoughts.

Karma is a fascinating look at a topic we've all heard about but really know little. Vedic Astrologer

Jeffrey Armstrong highly readable text makes it not only easy to understand but shows how to

employ karma into this life and prehaps the next! Great anecdotes. Consider giving this book to a

favorite grad this June or to your favorite couple for their wedding. What a wonderful gift-- KARMA.

Jeffrey has a high tech background and corporate experience so he's able to speak to audiences

both well-versed in Eastern philosophy and those newbies who are just delving into the topic.

Gorgeous book with amazing illustrations. MUST HAVE FOR EVERY SHELF. Great late night

re-reading. ENJOY

Amazing book

I read lot of chapters from the book, it is indeed very good. I usually don't pick up a book just by

looking at the cover but this book felt very much interesting. May be just my past karma that brought

me to the book :). The book is very lucid and simple to read. Even a random page from the book is

good read. Know your karma, and read the book.
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